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A finalist for the Governor General’s 

Literary Award (2015), the title borrows 

from philosophy, “I am my world. (The 

microcosm)”, Citizenship is a recurring 

theme, from the leash (“Neural 

Cascade”), to “the city bound me so I 

entered”. (“Thinktent”) Some other 

devices are a coda, the use of nouns, 

neurochemicals and petrochemicals, so 

“what else is a river but the promise of a 

text”?  The pleasures “Of Hereafter 

Song” deflate and confuse boundaries 

with abandon, in a lyric “Prologue”. 

Nature’s dialysis preempts “the women 

of bitumen” in Athabasca. (“Contact”) 

Dioxin capable of skyping, maw with 

mosses, she is or acts upon a “Ministry 

of the shaking dress” (ritual).  

 

In “Skullambient”, compare the breath 

pauses of “37 Claires” in literature, John Clare, anarchaeology, and teleology, with the 

subsequent left-hand discourse opposed by the right-hand italicized story-telling 

(between Watershed and Shield). An oration moves from margin to margin to the double-

spaced in a self-address, “Hey self”, ego-duo matchup. “Psychogeography” is a 

pleasurable association of the terrain with imagined responses, “I made love to a man 

lost...to be a woman was to be lost”. (p. 64)  

 

Some poems which are centred appear to wrap-around in equal distances as spiral shapes. 

“Look Book” deals with the persona of the poet discovering bird death, decomposition “a 

necklace of sticky/ pearls in peristalsis”, oppositional ribbed and invertebrates. The scene 

shifts to age twenty and apparent memory of her homeless, drunk birth father, possibly 

the “he” of the bird body. In “1992” the clapboard house of “Look Back” is a welfare 

half-duplex, associated with whale “umber and verdigris”, “mucus”, and anonymity. In 

“Debarker” refers to her job in the bush, pubic hair, a narrative of memory, “this brain/ 

sprouted from my spine/ in an allegory of trees”. In “Redress” clear-cut forest and 

Dante’s Inferno is blended with an obituary, as well as a caution from her stepfather. Gail 

Scott’s poem The Obituary” alludes to appearing and disappearing.  In “Bildungsroman” 

the speaker is by turns nineteen, twelve, fifteen, while Orion a god is involved.  

 

A Howard note on Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s “The Song of Hiawatha”, published 

in 1855, states that the poet (of his time and place) appropriated and confused 



Anishinaabe history and mythology with a colonial presence. In “Every Human Heart Is 

Human", Howard acknowledges, “I, Minnehaha, a small LOL/ fiction antecedent/ to 

quarry a nation.” Howard self-identifies as both settler and Indigenous, hence one of the 

“two-spirit persons”. Ultimately, she commands the reader, “I gave you this name then 

said/ Erase it.” However, the poet is multi-faced, masked, in frenetic performance. Her 

method involves thrifting from ecological and sociological reports, in addition to 

remixing the previously irreconcilable. 

 

This debut full-length collection, which won the Griffin Poetry Prize (2016), is organized 

into four parts, the first and fourth entitled “Hyperboreal”.  

 

In the first section, three poems are titled “Standard Time”, the first of which riffs on 

“lung-fed prosody”, with the green word “as vertigo, vertigo”, concluding with a sense of 

possession “It’s ours”. (p. 5) Note: the poet defines and personifies “affect”, an aid to 

cognition/ shameless in its missionary/ position of standard time”. (p. 21)  

 

Section one contains its own “Epilogue”, following a long poem “Thinktent” (an homage 

to the philosopher Wittgenstein”). She is not merely his “girl” but all of us a multiplicity 

of selves, in this instance at a potlatch and in the present tense. She plays with assonance,  

alliteration, and a refrain, nature as well as biology and art, “a false shore above the 

original.” (p. 22) Her stated purposes are to dislocate reality and to upend causality. 

(“Epilogue”) The second section departs from settlers’ dreams, anthropology, 

petrochemicals, and “not otherwise/ specified”. (p. 9)  The third part contains unnatural 

sciences, such as botany, seismic physics, and engineering, in a closed encampment 

“where we find ourselves”.  (p. 30)  

 

In the fourth section “hypnagogically”, there is another departure from an additional 

realm of science (if coined) with the scientist Oppenheimer. The poet is proud of 

synaesthesia, (an amalgam of anesthesia and synthetic aesthetics) because she realizes 

“the word is a purple gash I could write” (of an orchid, p. 79)  

 

The section begins with a long poem “North By South” of Hudson’s Bay, the Arctic 

Ocean, and the Beaufort Sea. Heading south, December displays “the court of words”. 

She relies on “a fictive province/ of selves within /doppler range” and NORAD. An ode 

to the body, poetry evaporates from biology, “the silt/ of me returns”, with the chimera or 

shamanistic figure “poet   scientist   Anishinaabe”. Citizenship is a recurring theme, 

though the “province” operates on multiple levels, history a mere ellipsis.  

 

In this section “hypnagogically” is another departure from an additional realm of science 

(if coined) with the scientist Oppenheimer. The poet is proud of synaesthesia, (an 

amalgam of anesthesia and synthetic aesthetics) because she realizes “the word is a 

purple gash I could write” (of an orchid, p. 79)  

 

The section contains a series of segment poems or poem fragments, prefaced by 

“Revenant”, of “Loss”, “Misremembered”, and “Heaven”. Many of the images are 

reflective of faith, science, and worship: “canticles”, “psychic”, “epiphytes”, 



“embryonic”, “pyrotechnic”, etc. This faith-based prayer of sorts arises from doubt, 

otherwise illegible or shredded, with an addendum (“inside the animal I am”) and a 

concluding riot of gaming (“gutter”, “glitter”; “baroque”, “brokenness”, “brackish”). 

Light is by rote, if language remains “the unintelligible” (and by comparison 

“intelligible) “diction. (p. 90) 

 

As an addendum, there is an Anishinaaabemowin Glossary which is an aid to 

interpretation, since “Jiisakiiwinini” is defined as a spiritual healer who conducts the 

Shaking Tent rite in which spirits are consulted to obtain that which is beyond human 

knowledge; “Gitchi Manitou: Great Spirit, and Nanabozho is a trickster figure and 

cultural hero. "Rising Sample: Addendum” is a recombinative sonnet that constitutes a 

dendrochronology of language from the first fourteen poems of the book. The  

“Revenant” poems represent an earlier foray into this strategy.  

 

 

 

Howard  presented “O lands! Objections! Rewriting The Song 

of Hiawatha” at the Annual Conference of American 

Comparative Literature Association, in Vancouver, B.C. in 

2011. She was a Feminist Caucus panelist when she 

contributed a paper, “Poetics of the Psoas: Walking, 

Embodiment, and Feminist Mentorship”, to the League of 

Canadian Poets Conference, in Winnipeg, 2015. It was 

subsequently published in Women Mentors/Mentoring Women 

(2016) along with contributions from Di Brandt and Sally Ito.  

 

 

Howard received an Honours Bachelor of Science with 

High Distinction from the University of Toronto. She 

completed a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing at 

the University of Guelph and has worked as a research 

officer in cognitive psychology at the University of 

Toronto. In 2010, she published “Essay on Her Men: 

A recombinauteuration (online supplement)” in Matrix 

Magazine. Her chapbook Skullambient (Toronto: 

Ferno House Press, 2011) was a finalist for the 2012 

bpNichol Chapbook Award. Howard also contributed 

to the anthology Toward Some. Air (Banff, AB: Banff 

Centre Press, 2015).  

Howard's poetry has appeared in Canadian Art, The 

Fiddlehead, Poetry Magazine, and Best Canadian 

Poetry 2018 (Windsor, Ontario: Biblioasis Press). She 



contributed a chapter to Determinants of Indigenous Peoples’ Health, 2nd Edition, edited 

by Margo Greenwood, Sarah de Leeuw, and Marie Nicole Lindsay (Toronto: Canadian 

Scholars Press, 2018). Her Letters in a Bruised Cosmos, poems  (Toronto: McClelland & 

Stewart/Penguin Random House, 2021) was short-listed for the 2022 Griffin Poetry Prize 

and is a Finalist for the Trillium Book Award for Poetry. It was long-listed for the 2022-

23 First Nation Communities Read Awards.  

Howard, who is Euro-Anishinaabekwe from Treaty 9, Northern Ontario, acknowledges 

she was completely estranged from her father’s side of the family. He was a missing 

person, but "it is through his mother’s family that I have my most direct Ojibwe ancestry. 

She spoke the language and was raised in the culture". Howard learned about the sacred 

rite of the shaking tent. How it was used as a vehicle of prophesy or communication at a 

distance. "I realized I had been using poetry in the same way. To try and reach my father, 

my relatives." https://thewalrus.ca/poetry-place-and-indigenous-identity/. 

 

Anne Burke 

 

 


